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ABSTRACT: We report first-principles calculations of the electronic and geometric
structure of the (110) cross-sectional surfaces on InAs/GaSb superlattices and compare
the results to scanning tunneling microscopy images of filled electronic states. We also
study the atomic scale structure of (001) interface surfaces and the adsorption of
deposited atoms on these surfaces to simulate the process occurring during the
heterostructure growth. In both the predicted and measured images the InAs (110)
surfaces appear lower than GaSb, a height difference we show is caused primarily by
differences in the electronic structure of the two materials. In contrast, local variations
in the apparent height of (110) surface atoms at InSb- or GaAs-like interfaces arise
primarily from geometric distortions associated with local differences in bond length.
We further observed that both Ga- and Sb-terminating (001) surfaces showed
dimerization of surface atoms. Ga-terminating (001) surfaces exhibited substantial
buckling of surface atoms while Sb-terminating (001) surfaces did not show appreciable
buckling. The adsorption of arsenic atoms occurred preferably at the bridge sites
between the dimerized Sb atoms on Sb-terminating (001) surfaces. Indium atoms, on the
other hand, were observed to have somewhat equal probabilities to be adsorbed at a
few different sites on Ga-terminating (001) surfaces. Our calculated energies for atomic
intermixing indicate that anion exchanges are exothermic for As atoms on Ga-
terminating (001) interfaces but endothermic for In atoms on Sb-terminating (001)
interfaces. This difference may explain why GaAs interfaces are typically more
disordered than InSb interfaces in these heterostructures. © 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
Int J Quantum Chem 95: 561–571, 2003
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Introduction

T he surface reconstruction and adsorption of
atoms on reconstructed surfaces play pivotal

roles in understanding the epitaxial growth of semi-
conducting materials [1–3]. The III–V semiconduc-
tors have a zinc-blende crystal structure made of
group-III atoms and group-V atoms. One particular
family of III–V semiconductors—namely, InAs,
GaSb, AlSb, and their related alloys—is called “6.1
Å” semiconductors because they all have lattice
parameters close to this value. When thin layers of
different III–V semiconductors are grown in an al-
ternating fashion using techniques such as molecu-
lar beam epitaxy (MBE), the materials scientists
classify them as III–V semiconductor heterostruc-
tures. Because of their near-match lattice parame-
ters and the same crystal structure, materials scien-
tists can combine different sets of III–V
semiconductors to produce materials with a variety
of band alignments. The 6.1 Å family of semicon-
ductors are combined to heterostructures to fabri-
cate a variety of technologically important devices
such as field effect transistors [4], resonant tunnel-
ing structures [5, 6], infrared lasers [7], and infrared
detectors [8].

Cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy
(XSTM) has emerged as a powerful technique to
characterize III–V semiconductor heterostructures
[2, 9–18]. Precise characterization of these materials
is made possible by the fact that a zinc-blende III–V
crystal readily cleaves along the {110} faces, produc-
ing a nearly defect-free surface that presents a
cross-sectional view through a single lattice plane
of structures grown on (001) substrates [9]. Tunnel-
ing microscopy is in particular useful for III–V (110)
surfaces because of the simple surface structure,
illustrated below in Figure 5(a). The III atoms relax
toward the surface and V atoms away, shifting
charge between the atoms and leaving the III dan-
gling bond essentially empty and the V surface
orbital filled. Because the STM surface topography
in constant-current images approximately corre-
sponds to contours of constant integrated charge
density, only the III dangling bonds are seen in
empty-state images of III–V {110} surfaces, while V
orbitals are seen in filled-state images [19, 20].
Therefore, XSTM images provide an apparently
straightforward chemical identification of the at-
oms observed.

Since the first report of atom-selective STM im-
ages of GaAs (110) [19], and the observation of a

heterostructure using XSTM [9], a major issue has
been delineating between electronic and geometric
sources of height contrast. For nominally homoge-
neous materials where isolated impurity atoms are
observed, such as dopants or substitutional defects,
electronic origins of contrast have dominated the
discussions [21]. For heterostructures, there are
three contrast issues to be considered. First, the
different III–V materials in a heterostructure usu-
ally have a different topographic height in filled-
state images. Until the past few years [2, 14–17],
discussion of this difference focused on electronic
effects, specifically on the band gaps and band
alignments (for filled states, the valence band max-
imum) and the associated number of bands contrib-
uting to the tunneling [9–13]. The second contrast
issue is related to the relative appearance of point
defects associated with interdiffusion between the
materials. For example, Harper et al. originally de-
scribed As defects in GaSb as appearing lower in
height because of the position of the As HOMO
[13]. Finally, there is the local height of interfacial
bonds to consider. For systems without a common
anion, such as InAs/GaSb, two different types of
interfacial bonds are possible (InSb and GaAs
bonds in this case), and it has recently been pro-
posed, based on crystallographic arguments, that
the local XSTM height is primarily determined by
local bond lengths [2, 15].

It is a well-documented fact that the composi-
tional and structural variations at the interfaces can
dramatically affect the transport and optical prop-
erties of semiconducting heterostructures [22–24].
The atomic-scale understanding of the formation of
interfaces in III–V heterostructures, such as GaSb/
InAs, is critically important for the advancement of
microelectronic device technology. This knowledge
will allow us to control the composition of interfa-
cial bond types and reduce defects at the interface.
The adsorption of As and In atoms on the surfaces
of GaSb semiconductor is relevant to the initial
stage of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth of
an InAs film on a GaSb substrate. The full under-
standing of adsorption process, in turn, cannot be
obtained without extensive knowledge of the struc-
ture of the surfaces where these adsorption pro-
cesses take place.

In this work we use first-principles methods to
describe the electronic and geometric structure of
the (110) surfaces of InAs/GaSb superlattices. We
find that the apparent surface height difference be-
tween the two materials is primarily an electronic
structure effect, but the local height differences ob-
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served for InSb and GaAs interfacial bonds are
mostly geometric in nature. In addition, the calcu-
lations reveal that atomic intermixing lowers the
energy of GaAs interfaces, favoring disorder. We
also study the atomic-scale structures that deter-
mine the reconstruction of the (001) surfaces of
GaSb semiconductors and the adsorption of In and
As atoms on these surfaces. Surface reconstruction
on two different types of (001) surfaces, namely,
Ga- and Sb-terminating surfaces, are considered.
We observed that both surfaces showed strong
dimerization of surface atoms. Ga-terminating sur-
faces exhibited substantial buckling of surface at-
oms, while Sb-terminating surfaces did not show
any appreciable buckling. Our calculations showed
that arsenic atoms would be preferably adsorbed at
the bridge site between the dimerized Sb atoms on
Sb-terminating surfaces. On Ga-terminating sur-
faces, on the other hand, In atoms were observed to
have more or less equal probabilities to be adsorbed
at several different sites. Our calculated energies for
atomic interdifussion indicate that anion exchanges
are exothermic for As atoms on Ga-terminating
(001) interfaces but endothermic for In atoms on
Sb-terminating (001) interfaces. This difference is
consistent with the experimental observation that
GaAs interfaces are typically more disordered than
InSb interfaces in III–V heterostructures.

Experimental Method

The XSTM measurements were performed in
ultrahigh vacuum using InAs/GaSb superlattice
samples grown by solid-source molecular beam ep-
itaxy, as described in detail previously [2]. All im-
ages presented here are of (110) surfaces recorded
with filled states at constant current (2.2–2.5 V,
150–200 pA). Figure 1(b) shows a typical filled-state
XSTM image for a (110) surface. In our theoretical
work, we focus on three aspects of this representa-
tive image. First, the large-scale topography shows
an alternating pattern of brighter and darker bands
(higher and lower apparent heights) corresponding
to GaSb and InAs layers, respectively. Second, a
higher Sb row is evident at InSb interfaces in this
figure, whereas a lower As row is evident at the
GaAs interface. Third, the degree of atomic disor-
der at the two interfaces is qualitatively different:
InSb interfaces typically appear atomically abrupt,
in contrast to GaAs interfaces, which often exhibit
significant disorder.

Computational Method and Details

Our calculations are based on the first principles
density functional theory (DFT) [25, 26], using ul-
trasoft pseudopotentials as implemented in the
vasp code [27–29]. Exchange correlation effects
were treated within the local density approxima-
tion (LDA) as parameterized by Ceperly and Alder
[30]. The wave function of electrons are expanded
in terms of plane-wave basis set [31], and all plane
waves that have kinetic energy less than 150 eV are
included in expanding the wave functions. The
structure optimizations were performed until the
energy difference between successive steps be-
comes less than 10�4 eV.

Cross-Sectional STM Calculations

Our sampling of the Brillouin zone for cross-
sectional STM calculations was equivalent to using
64 k-points in the full zone of the primitive fcc cell.

FIGURE 1. (a) Relaxed geometry of a III–V (110) sur-
face. d0 denotes the bond length in the bulk, d1 the
out-of-plane III–V bond length indicated, and d2 the
height difference between III and V surface atoms. (b)
Constant-current, filled-state XSTM image of an InAs/
GaAs superlattice.
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We used supercell geometries to represent the
InAs/GaSb heterostructures. Because of the impor-
tance of interfacial strain in this material system, we
constructed supercells with starting geometries that
minimized, as much as possible, any artificial strain
at the interfaces. Our procedure consisted of the
following three steps:

1. Bulk calculations were performed to obtain
the optimized lattice parameters for four dif-
ferent types of zinc-blende III–V semiconduc-
tor crystals: InAs, GaSb, InSb, and GaAs.

2. For each of these four different homogeneous
materials, we constructed slab supercells rep-
resenting the unreconstructed (110) surfaces.
This was done by periodically replicating the
unit cells obtained in the previous step four
times along the (110) direction, resulting in
slabs containing eight atomic layers. We sep-
arated adjacent slabs by a vacuum region cor-
responding to five atomic layers, which we
confirmed was sufficient to make the interac-
tion between slabs negligible. All of the atoms
within each slab were then relaxed within the
constraint of the fixed in-plane lattice constant
determined from the previous step.

3. Next, we periodically replicated the relaxed
slabs six times along the (001) direction, and
joined two such extended slabs together to
form various III–V heterostructures with (001)
interfaces and exposed (110) surfaces. For
each interfacial bond case (InSb and GaAs),
the two slabs were joined at a distance chosen
as to allow every interfacial bond to have a
bond length corresponding to the bulk lattice
constant computed in step 1. The resulting
supercells each contained a total of 96 atoms,
with four different atomic species, corre-
sponding to a (001) superlattice period of 24
atomic layers. Finally, the positions of all at-
oms were completely relaxed within the con-
straints of fixed superlattice period and fixed
lattice constant along [11�0].

The equilibrium lattice constants calculated in
step 1 are listed, along with their experimental val-
ues, in the first two columns of Table I. The agree-
ment is good, with all errors less than 1%. The
relaxed (110) surfaces of the four homogeneous ma-
terials, as obtained from step 2, show the surface
buckling obtained in many previous studies [20].
The calculated buckling, illustrated in Figure 1(a)

and tabulated in the last three columns of the table,
is in good quantitative agreement with experiment;
in particular, the height difference between III and
V atoms for InAs is 0.77 Å, in excellent agreement
with the value of 0.78 Å determined by low-energy
electron diffraction [32].

After relaxing the various III–V heterostructures
described in step 3, we simulated XSTM images
using the method of Tersoff and Hamann [33]. To
simulate filled-state images, we integrated the local
density of states (LDOS) from 1 eV below the Fermi
level up to the Fermi level; the surface of constant
integrated LDOS then corresponds to the ideal STM
topography.

Our results for InAs/GaSb heterostructures with
InSb interfacial bonds are shown in Figure 2. The
geometry of the fully relaxed (110) surface is dis-
played in Figure 2(b). As in the case of homoge-
neous structures, the surface atoms buckle, causing
the group-V atoms (As and Sb) to move outward
and the group-III atoms (In and Ga) to move in-
ward. At the interface, Sb atoms relax still further
outward so as to partially relieve compressive
strain in the InSb bonds. The resulting simulated
XSTM image closely resembles the measured im-
age, as indicated by the inset of Figure 2(a) and the
calculated XSTM profile across the row maxima
shown in Figure 2(c). Away from the interface, the
topographic maxima (from the integrated LDOS)
are 0.15 Å higher on the GaSb than on the InAs, in
good agreement with the height difference of about
0.2 Å typically observed in XSTM images. Interest-
ingly, the difference in height between the actual Sb
and As atoms associated with the topography is
much smaller, 0.06 Å, demonstrating that the XSTM
height difference is primarily caused by the surface
electronic structure. Based on the calculated struc-
ture, the opposite appears true for the local topo-
graphic height difference observed at the InSb in-

TABLE I ______________________________________
Lattice constants, a0, and bond lengths, di , of the
relevant III–V material (Å).

a0
a a0

b d0 d1 d2

InAs 6.01 6.06 2.60 2.62 0.77
GaSb 6.04 6.10 2.62 2.65 0.76
InSb 6.43 6.47 2.78 2.80 0.86
GaAs 5.60 5.65 2.42 2.44 0.70

See Figure 1(a) for definitions of the different bond lengths.
a Lattice constant from this work.
b Experimental lattice constant.
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terface. The Sb row forming InSb bonds is
geometrically higher by about 0.2 Å than the Sb
atoms on the GaSb surface, essentially the same
height difference that occurs in the integrated
LDOS, demonstrating that the observed height dif-
ference in this case is associated with the geometric
structure.

To more explicitly delineate the relative contri-
butions of geometric and electronic structure relax-
ation on the apparent STM topography, we calcu-
lated the electronically relaxed structure of an
“ideal” InAs/GaSb heterostructure, with all inter-
facial atoms frozen at ideal positions. In this ideal
geometry all atoms in the top layer have exactly the
same height, and thus differences in heights across
the computed topography originate from purely
electronic effects. As shown in Figure 2(d), the elec-
tronic structure alone creates a difference in height
of 0.13 Å between the InAs and GaSb surfaces, close
to the 0.15-Å difference calculated with full relax-

ation, further supporting our conclusion that elec-
tronic structure underlies the measured height dif-
ference between the two materials.

Our analogous results for InAs/GaSb hetero-
structures with GaAs interfacial bonds are summa-
rized in Figure 3, with the calculated topography
again in qualitatively good agreement with that
observed experimentally. At this interface the struc-
tural relaxation is different from the InSb case. As
shown in Table I, GaAs bonds have the shortest
surface bond length, d1, and thus As atoms near the
interface relax even further inward than Sb relaxes
outward at InSb interfaces. The resulting geometric
height of the As row at the GaAs interface is 0.24 Å
lower than the As atoms far from the interface.
However, as we saw at the InSb interface, the com-
puted topographic height difference is almost iden-
tical, 0.23 Å, indicating that the local depression of
the GaAs interface is almost completely geometric
in origin.

Finally, we address why interfacial roughness
appears to depend on the interfacial bond type,
with GaAs interfaces in general observed to be
more disordered. Experimentally, most defects oc-
cur close to the interfaces, suggesting that they arise
from simple Ga–In or As–Sb exchanges across the
interface, rather than from bulk defects such as
vacancies or cation–anion antisites. An example of
an apparent Sb atom observed in an As site at a
GaAs interface is highlighted in Figure 4(a). To
confirm the structural assignment of such features,
we theoretically modeled such a defect by replacing

FIGURE 3. (a) XSTM image of an InAs/GaSb interface
with GaAs interfacial bonds. Inset: Simulated image of
this structure. (b) Side view of the fully relaxed surface
geometry for this interface. (c) Line profile for the simu-
lated image along the [001] direction.

FIGURE 2. (a) XSTM image of an InAs–GaSb interface
with InSb interfacial bonds. Inset: Simulated XSTM im-
age of this structure. Both gray scales span about 1 Å.
(b) Side view of the fully relaxed surface geometry for
this interface. (c) Line profile for the simulated image
along the [001] direction (across the row maxima). Cir-
cles denote the relaxed positions of the surface As and
Sb atoms. (d) Line profile for a simulated image of two
homogeneous structures joined together at their ideal
lattice positions and allowed to relax the electronic but
not the geometric structure.
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one of the surface As atoms at a GaAs interface with
an Sb atom, as illustrated in Figure 4(b). The simu-
lated XSTM image for this structure, shown in the
inset of Figure 4(a), closely resembles the experi-
mental result.

To investigate the energetics of anion interfacial
defects, we consider the simplest defects that both
preserve the global stoichiometry and satisfy local
chemical bonding requirements, As-for-Sb ex-
changes. Such exchanges represent a simple mech-
anism for interfacial disorder at a nominally abrupt
interface. We studied the energetics of exchanging
adjacent As and Sb atoms both at an InSb interface
and at a GaAs interface, as shown in Figures 4(c)
and 4(d), respectively. The structures were fully
relaxed before and after the exchange and the
change in the total energy then computed. At the
InSb interface, the exchange raised the total energy
by 7 meV. Surprisingly, at the GaAs interface, the
same process actually lowered the total energy by 22
meV, i.e., the formation of such defect pairs is exo-
thermic. This result implies that abrupt GaAs inter-
faces are thermodynamically unstable. Therefore,
although kinetic barriers may suppress anion ex-
changes, one should in general expect GaAs inter-
faces to be more disordered than InSb interfaces (as
widely observed). This point will be further elabo-
rated below, when we investigate the interatomic
exchange diffusion during thin film growth pro-
cess.

Adsorption on Interface Surfaces

Our sampling of the Brillouin zone for these
calculations was equivalent to using 231 k-points in
the full zone of the primitive fcc cell. We used
supercell geometries to represent a GaSb semicon-
ductor slab containing two different surfaces as
illustrated in Figure 5. Again, the supercell was
carefully prepared to have a starting geometry with
minimum artificial strain. Using the optimum bulk
structure obtained in the previous calculations, we
first constructed slab supercells representing the
unreconstructed (001) surfaces. This was done by
periodically replicating the unit cell used in the
GaSb bulk structure calculation along the [001] di-
rection, resulting in slabs containing 12 atomic lay-
ers. We separated adjacent slabs by a vacuum re-
gion corresponding to 12 additional atomic layers,
which we confirmed was more than sufficient to
make the interaction between neighboring slabs
negligible. To ensure we had enough layers of at-
oms across each slab, we inserted an additional pair
of atomic layers of GaSb and repeated the same
calculation for surface reconstruction. The added
layers made no appreciable changes to all relevant
physical quantities we monitored, confirming that
the thickness of the slab was sufficient to reduce the
interaction between the atoms on opposite sides of
the same slab to a negligible level. Figure 6 shows
the size of the unit cells in (001) planes. The unit cell
contains enough atomic layers in lateral directions,
[110] and [1�10], to allow up to (2 � 2) surface
reconstruction. This was achieved by periodically
replicating the unit cells along both [110] and [1�10]
directions twice.

FIGURE 5. Supercell geometry containing GaSb
semiconductor slab. A fully optimized structure is
shown. The solid rectangular box indicates the unit cell
used for the present calculations. Blue (lighter gray in
gray-scale figures) spheres represent Sb atoms while
black spheres represent Ga atoms.

FIGURE 4. (a) XSTM image of InAs/GaSb with a GaAs
interface. An apparent Sb atom in an As site at the in-
terface is circled. Inset: Simulated XSTM image for
such a defect. (b) Top view of the Sb-in-As-site defect
model structure, with the top-layer atoms shown larger.
(c) Model used to calculate the energetics of an As–Sb
exchange across an InSb interface. (d) Model for an
As–Sb exchange across a GaAs interface.
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SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION

By having an even number of atomic layers in
the slab, as shown in Figure 5, we were able to
simulate the reconstruction of two different types of
surfaces of GaSb semiconductors at the same time.
We found that Ga-terminating surfaces, the left side
surfaces of the slabs in Figure 5, exhibit dimeriza-
tion. Figure 6(a) also shows the top view of the
reconstructed but bare Ga-terminating surface.
Pairs of surface Ga atoms form dimers doubling the
periodicity along the [110] direction. These dimers
also tend to tilt from (001) planes by about 15°,
causing the surface to buckle. As a result, one of the
Ga atoms was pulled in toward the plane of the

underlying Sb atomic layer and formed a planar
structure with two Sb atoms and the other Ga atom.

Sb-terminating surfaces, the right side surfaces
of the slabs in Figure 5, also show dimerization. The
top view of the Sb-terminating surface is shown in
Figure 6(b). Sb dimers on Sb-terminating surfaces,
however, behave differently in terms of buckling.
The Sb dimers do not tilt from (001) planes and stay
parallel to the surface. These behaviors can be ex-
plained by considering the average number of va-
lence electrons associated with surface atoms and
the formation of hybrid orbitals. Ga atoms are
group III atoms with three valence electrons, while
Sb atoms are group V atoms with five valence elec-
trons. In bulk GaSb semiconductor, Ga and Sb atom
pairs pool their valence electrons together, eight
electrons for two atoms, and form sp3 hybrid orbit-
als with tetrahedral coordination for zinc-blende
crystal structure. Commonly, for counting pur-
poses, Ga atoms are thought to be contributing 3/4
electron toward each bond with the Sb atom, while
Sb atoms contribute 5/4 electron toward each bond
with the Ga atom. Ga atoms on the surface dispense
2 � 3/4 � 3/2 electrons to bond with Sb atoms in
the inner layer. Finding no more Sb atoms to bond
with, Ga atoms join together to form dimers, dis-
pensing one additional electron per each Ga atom.
Now, we have 1/2 (�3 � 2 � 3/4 � 1) electron left
for each atom in Ga dimers, or one electron in total.
Consequently, one of the Ga atoms forms a sp2-like
hybrid orbital (with empty pz orbital) and gives its
1/2 electron to the other Ga atom [20, 34–37]. On
the other hand, the other Ga atom forms a sp3-like
hybrid orbital and fills the last dangling bond with
one remaining electron. This will create a half-filled
sp3 band and it will cause the Ga-terminating sur-
face to be weakly metallic [38]. Consequently, one of
the Ga atoms moves down to attain a planar three-
fold coordination for itself and tetrahedral four-fold
coordination for the other, preferred by sp2-like and
sp3-like hybrid orbitals, respectively. We observed
the angle �1 in Figure 6(a) to be 123.8°, clearly
showing the two signature characteristics of the
sp2-like hybrid orbitals—planar coordination and
120° bond angles. Bond angle �2 in Figure 6(a) was
measured to be 99.2°. Although it is distorted
slightly beyond the ideal tetrahedral bond angle
109.5°, it certainly shows its preference.

Sb atoms on Sb-terminating surfaces also form
dimers in a similar attempt to reduce dangling
bonds. We again can count the valence electrons
associated with the dimers in similar manners. Out
of five of its valence electrons, Sb atoms on the

FIGURE 6. Reconstructed surfaces viewed from the
top ([001] direction). (a) The Ga-terminating surface. (b)
Sb-terminating surface. The shaded areas indicate the
(2 � 2) unit cells used for present work. Marked posi-
tions are four of the typical adsorption sites: (B)
“bridge” site, (P) “pedestal” site, (C) “cave” site, and (S)
“saddle” site. See text for detailed definition of each
site. There are second sets of these four adsorption
sites (not marked) in the other halves of the unit cells,
making a total of eight available adsorption sites. Refer
to Figure 5 for the coloring scheme.
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surface dispense 2 � 5/4 � 5/2 electrons to bond
with Ga atoms in the inner layer. The lack of neigh-
bors on the surface causes Sb atoms to join together
to form dimers, dispensing one additional electron
per each Sb atom. Now, we have 3/2 (�5 � 2 �

5/4 � 1) electron left for each atom in Sb dimers, or
three electrons in total. Unlike the case of Ga
dimers, one atom cannot take all three electrons
into the last sp3-like orbital. Thus, both atoms retain
their electrons and fill each 3/2 electrons into the
last dangling bond of sp3-like hybrid orbital. In
other words, formation of sp2-like hybrid orbitals is
suppressed because, in that case, the remaining 3/2
electrons must occupy pz-like band with higher en-
ergy, and the band structure energy would be more
costly. Therefore, the dimers on Sb-terminating sur-
faces should be parallel to (001) planes as illustrated
in Figure 5. We observed the bond angles �1 and �2
in Figure 6(b) to be 102.6 and 100.0°, respectively.
Wave functions for the unpaired 3/2 electrons tend
to take up more space than those of bonding elec-
trons and cause these angles to be somewhat
smaller than the ideal tetrahedral angle 109.5°.

ADSORPTION OF In2 AND As2 MOLECULES

In this section, we report the result of our simu-
lations of adsorption of In2 and As2 molecules on
the surfaces of GaSb semiconductors. We investi-
gated both the adsorption of In and As atoms and
In2 and As2 molecules to reproduce the experimen-
tal deposition process more closely. The added at-
oms are deposited initially in the form of molecules
on the surfaces, but they may break up into indi-
vidual atoms and settle into different adsorption
sites. As mentioned previously, the ultimate pur-
pose of these simulations is to obtain the atomic-
scale understanding of the formation of interfaces
in III–V heterostructures, such as GaSb/InAs.
Therefore, the adsorption of In atoms was done on
an Sb-terminating surface, while As atoms were
adsorbed on a Ga-terminating surface. These pro-
cesses simulate the formation of interfaces with two
different types of bond types—InSb and GaAs. We
use the optimized slab geometries obtained above
as the starting configurations. These surfaces can
have many different reconstructed surface struc-
tures depending on the size of the surface unit cells.
Obviously, bigger periodic unit cells will produce
more variety of complex adsorption patterns. In
this report, however, we will consider up to (2 � 2)
surface reconstructions only. Because we are mostly
concerned with the adsorption of individual mole-

cules, this unit cell will be adequate to capture the
main effects relevant to the interface formation pro-
cess during molecular beam epitaxy heterostruc-
ture crystal growth.

In Figure 6, we show the (2 � 2) reconstructed
Ga- and Sb-terminating surfaces, respectively,
viewed from the top. Four most typical lateral lo-
cations where we placed the adsorbed atoms ini-
tially are also shown. There are second sets of these
four adsorption sites (not marked) in the other
halves of the unit cells, making the total of eight
available adsorption sites. We chose the initial
height of the adsorbed atom so that the distance to
the closest surface atom was the bond length be-
tween those atoms in the bulk.

Before we continue, we will define the adsorp-
tion sites as labeled in Figure 6(a). We call the site
“bridge” (B) site: The As atom is placed over the
midpoint of Ga dimers. The site P is called “pedes-
tal” site: The As atom is placed between the two
neighboring dimers and above Ga atom in the third
top layer. The site C is the “cave” site and the added
As atom is placed in the caved region, created by
Ga atoms moving away due to dimerization. The
site S is called “saddle” site. The Ga atom directly
underneath this site has one bond bent upward and
another bond bent downward in the perpendicular
direction, hence the name. The adsorption sites for
In atoms on Sb-terminating surface are labeled in a
similar fashion as illustrated in Figure 6(a).

In both cases of bridge (B) and cave (C) sites, the
As atom is placed directly above the fourth top
layer consisting of Sb atoms. These sites are consid-
ered as the “proper” sites because they are the
correct places for As atoms to sit if we were to grow
an InAs semiconductor film on GaSb substrate with
an ideal interface. In the cases of pedestal (P) and
saddle (S) sites, on the other hand, As atoms are
placed directly above the third top layer consisting
of Ga atoms. These sites can be considered as the
“wrong” sites because the As atoms on these sites
have to move eventually to the “proper” sites to
grow a new InAs semiconductor film with an ideal
interface.

After the atoms to be adsorbed are placed at
candidate sites, we relax the entire system—the slab
plus the adsorbed atoms. Once the system settles
down to an optimized configuration, we calculate
the relative energy Erel by comparing the total en-
ergy to that of the reference configuration, E0,

Erel � Etot � E0. (1)
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We chose the configuration with lowest energy (ex-
cept the ones with interatomic exchanges) to be the
reference configuration for each surface we study.

Table II lists relative energies of some of the best
adsorption structures for As2 and In2 molecules.
Our calculation predicts that As atoms are most
likely to be adsorbed at bridge sites on Ga-termi-
nating surfaces. The optimized geometry of the As
molecule adsorbed on Ga-terminating surface in
the lowest energy configuration is shown in Figure
7. The bond length between As and Ga atom is 2.31

Å compared to its bulk value, 2.42 Å [39]. It is worth
noting that the adsorption of the As atom reversed
the trend of buckling: The dimers of Ga atoms are
now parallel to (001) planes. Our calculation on In
atom adsorption on Sb-terminating surfaces, on the
other hand, predicts that there are at least three
(possibly four) equally favorable configurations.
B�P, B�S, P�P, and C�S configurations have vir-
tually same relative energies for In atom adsorp-
tions. The optimized geometry of the In atoms ad-
sorbed in the reference configuration (P�P) on Sb-
terminating surface is shown in Figure 8.

The bond length between In and the closest Sb
atom is 2.74 Å compared to its bulk value, 2.78 Å
[39]. It is a well-known fact that the atoms in mol-
ecules or on surfaces bind more tightly. Note that
As molecules favor the “proper” adsorption sites
(see the paragraph above for its meaning), bridge
sites. Therefore, as the next As molecules come in,
they will be most likely adsorbed at cave sites. As
both bridge and cave sites are occupied by As at-
oms, the distortion due to dimerization will be com-
pletely removed and an ideal interface will be
formed.

The relative energies of adsorption of In mole-
cules on Sb-terminating surfaces seem to predict
that In atoms have equal probabilities to be ad-
sorbed in a few different configurations containing
both “proper” and “wrong” sites. The relative en-
ergies of these configurations are close. Under the
high-temperature condition relevant to epitaxial
growth process (about 450°C), these differences
would not have a significant effect. Similar to the
case of As molecule adsorption on Ga-terminating
surfaces, when the next In molecule joins in In

TABLE II ______________________________________
Relative energies (eV) of As2 and In2 molecules on
Ga- and Sb-terminating surfaces, respectively.

Configuration As2 In2

B�B 0.0a 0.36
B�P 0.54 0.04
B�C 2.13 0.47
B�S 1.44 0.14
P�P 5.11 0.0a

P�S 3.14 0.14
C�C 0.74 0.60
C�S 2.48 0.06
S�S 2.32 0.24
P � z 0.50 0.16
C � x 2.47 0.82
B�B exchange �0.55 0.62
C�C exchange 0.03 0.29

The adsorption sites are defined in Figure 6: B, bridge; P,
pedestal; C, cave; and S, saddle position. The short-hand
notations x, y, and z are the directions the adsorbed mole-
cules are more or less parallel and represent [110], [11�0], and
[001] directions, respectively. The third group with “exch”
suffix represents the configurations with the interatomic ex-
change diffusion.
a Reference configurations.

FIGURE 7. Optimized geometry of As atoms ad-
sorbed in the B�B configuration on Ga-terminating sur-
face. Refer to Figure 5 for the coloring scheme. White
spheres represent the adsorbed As atoms.

FIGURE 8. Optimized geometry of In atoms adsorbed
at in the P�P configuration on Sb-terminating surface.
Refer to Figure 5 for the coloring scheme. White
spheres represent the adsorbed In atoms.
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atoms are mostly likely to occupy the “proper” sites
and defect-free interface will be formed in general.

INTERATOMIC EXCHANGE DIFFUSION

We also investigated the possibility of atomic
intermixing during adsorption of As and In mole-
cules. Figure 9 shows the optimized geometry of As
molecules adsorbed on Ga-terminating surface and
undergone through interatomic diffusion. In this
case, As atoms replaced Sb atoms in the second
atomic layer from the top and the displaced Sb
atoms are in the B�B configuration on Ga-termi-
nating surface. Figure 10 shows the optimized ge-
ometry of In molecules adsorbed on Ga-terminating
surface and undergone interatomic diffusion pro-
cess. In this case, In atoms replaced Ga atoms in the
second atomic layer from the top and the displaced
Ga atoms are in the C�C configuration on Sb-
terminating surface. The last group of numbers in
Table II summarizes our results. It is interesting to
note that As-for-Sb exchange on Ga-terminating
(001) surface is an exothermic process with the en-
ergy gain of more than 0.5 eV. On the contrary,
In-for-Ga exchange on Sb-terminating (001) surface
is an endothermic process with the energy cost of
nearly 0.3 eV. This result is consistent with the
result on the interatomic exchange diffusion pro-
cess in the bulk environment [39]. This difference is
also consistent with the experimental observation
that interfaces with GaAs-type bonds are typically
more disordered than interfaces with InSb-type
bonds in InAs/GaSb III–V heterostructures. Fur-
ther, this result provides strong evidence that the

interfacial disorders are caused mainly by the inter-
atomic diffusions occurring during the heterostruc-
ture growth process.

To give a complete and definite argument, how-
ever, a more complete study involving the kinetic
effect and barrier estimation by identifying the min-
imum energy reaction path should be carried out. A
further research along this line will provide valu-
able information in attaining the complete under-
standing of interface formation during MBE hetero-
structure growth.

Summary

In summary, we used first-principles electronic
structure methods to clarify the interpretation of
XSTM images of (110) surfaces on cleaved InAs/
GaSb heterostructures, focusing on the differences
between interfaces with InSb vs GaAs bonds. We
find that the apparent height differences between
the InAs and GaSb surfaces are largely associated
with the electronic structure, whereas the local
height differences at the InSb and GaAs interfaces
are caused by geometric relaxation from the partial
relief of local bond strain. We also investigated the
atomistic process relevant to the formation of GaAs
and InSb bond-type interfaces: the adsorption of In
or As atoms on (001) surfaces of GaSb semiconduc-
tors. We observed that both Ga- and Sb-terminating
surfaces showed dimerization of surface atoms.
One of the Ga atoms of the dimers formed sp2

hybrid orbitals while the other formed sp3 hybrid

FIGURE 10. Optimized geometry of In-for-Ga inter-
atomic diffusion on Sb-terminating surface of GaSb
semiconductor. In atoms replaced Ga atoms in the sec-
ond atomic layer from the top and the displaced Ga
atoms are in the C�C configuration on Sb-terminating
surface. Refer to Figure 5 for the coloring scheme.
White spheres represent the adsorbed In atoms.

FIGURE 9. Optimized geometry of As-for-Sb inter-
atomic diffusion on Ga-terminating surface of GaSb
semiconductor. As atoms replaced Sb atoms in the
second atomic layer from the top and the displaced Sb
atoms are in the B�B configuration on Ga-terminating
surface. Refer to Figure 5 for the coloring scheme.
White spheres represent the adsorbed As atoms.
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orbitals. This caused Ga dimers to tilt out of the
(001) planes and the Ga-terminating surface to
buckle. On the other hand, both atoms in Sb dimers
formed sp3-hybrid orbitals and consequently the
Sb-terminating surfaces did not show any buckling.
Our calculations also predict that arsenic atoms
would be preferably adsorbed at the bridge site
between the dimerized Sb atoms on Sb-terminating
(001) surfaces. Indium atoms, on the other hand,
were observed to have somewhat equal probabili-
ties to be adsorbed at several different sites on
Ga-terminating (001) surfaces. When an In atom
was adsorbed on Ga dimers, we observed that the
surface buckling was nullified and the dimers re-
verted back to horizontal positions. Finally, our
calculations of the energies associated with interfa-
cial exchange of anions reveal that As-for-Sb ex-
changes on Ga-terminating surfaces are exothermic
at GaAs bond-type interfaces, but In-for-Ga ex-
changes on Sb-terminating surfaces are endother-
mic at InSb bond-type interfaces. This result is con-
sistent with the experimental observation that
GaAs bond-type interfaces are typically more dis-
ordered than InSb bond-type interfaces in the
InAs/GaSb heterostructures.
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